
News Bulletin!! 
“Wow! CPC’s new NXT Generation 2005-2010 Hood lift kits are now available in select colors to 

match* your Mustang’s color scheme as well as our original “Natural” finish.” 

*Special Note: Colors are matched to factory color chips; colors and finish may vary slightly from the factory finish on
your Mustang.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 
Installing a NXT Generation Mustang hood lift kit is one of the easiest and most satisfying modifications anyone can do for 
them self, and it takes only minutes. 

*Important* Please read entire instructions before attempting to install this kit. This will prevent any missteps that could
complicate the process or cause damage to yourself or your Mustang. CPC recommends having a helper when installing the
hood lift kits.

1. Raise the hood and secure it with the factory prop rod.
2. Locate the smaller of the two windshield washer hose clips on the passenger side of the hood. This clip conflicts

with the hood side lift bracket and must be removed. Unfasten the hose from the clip and remove the clip.
*Note: This clip is not reusable, and you will not need it for this installation, so it can be cut with a knife or
dikes, or pulled out with pliers.

3. Apply a small strip of masking tape to the side of the hood hinge and the side of the hood frame on each side and
draw a line to mark existing alignment (hood adjustment).

4. Working on one side at a time, remove the last fender bolt next to the cowl (firewall) and install the lower
bracket using the existing factory fender bolt.
*Note: Brackets are “side specific” and are marked “D” for driver side, “P” for passenger side.
**NOTE: 2010-UP MUSTANG GT’S ARE EQUIPPED WITH AN INDUCTION SOUND TUBE (IST)
ON THE DRIVER SIDE FENDER LEDGE. IN ORDER FOR THE (IST) NOT TO INTERFER WITH
THE GAS SPRING, IT MUST BE REMOVED & RELOCATED BELOW THE FENDER LEDGE, IN
THE SAME LOCATION OF ORIGINAL MOUNTING HOLES & HARDWARE.

5. Before removing the hood hinge bolts, place a towel or pad between the hood and cowl and covering the fender
to protect against damage should the hood slip from your grasp.

6. Holding the hood at the rear corner, remove two hood hinge bolts and position the appropriate (driver or
passenger side) upper hood lift bracket over the hinge. Install both hinge bolts “finger tight” and adjust forward
or rearward until your marks on the masking tape “line up” again and tighten the hood bolts securely.

7. Repeat steps 4 through 6 on the opposite side.
8. Disengage the prop rod and slowly lower the hood to double check hood alignment and make any

re-adjustments as are required to reestablish a perfect fit.
9. With a helper holding the hood up, install both of the gas struts to the appropriate ball studs, making sure to

mount with the cylinder up and the shaft down. This arrangement will guarantee the longest life for your gas
struts.

Congratulations, installation is now completed!

**Suggestion – Remove the factory prop rod and “J” nut, as you will not need them again. It will reduce weight 
and clutter.  

Important Notice: This kit has been engineered with the appropriate balance to lift a standard factory hood (approx. 30 – 35 lbs). 
It may not lift a heavier aftermarket hood and may, over time, bow a lightweight aftermarket hood. It is advisable to contact the 
aftermarket manufacturer of the hood to discuss questions of applicability. In all cases, use your best judgment, as this 
manufacturer cannot and will not take responsibility for damages caused by weather or improper use except as herein described. 

https://www.carid.com/california-pony-cars/


California Pony Cars 
NXT Generation Radiator Cover Extension Panel Kit 

PN: ENG-058-042 

Installation Instructions 

Installing a set of NXT Generation Radiator Cover Extension Panels on your 
2005 – 09 Mustang GT or V6 is one of the easiest and most satisfying 
modifications one can do for themselves, and it takes only minutes. This kit 
is designed to be used in conjunction with a hood lift kit and there is no 
clearance hole for the factory prop rod.  

*Does not fit GT 500’s*

** Important** Please read entire instructions before attempting to install 
this kit. This will prevent any missteps that could complicate the process or 
cause damage to yourself or you Mustang.  

1. Unpack your new covers and notice that they are side specific and
identified on the underside as for the Driver or Passenger side. Also
supplied with the kit are four (4) black oxide coated bolts used to
replace the cadmium plated (silver color) bolts installed by the
factory.

2. Remove the prop rod and store it, you will not be able to use it.
Removal of the factory “J” nut is optional.

3. Place the appropriate cover in the approximate position that it will
be mounted to identify the two bolts you will need to remove at
each side of the car, and remove the bolts.

4. Install each cover, aligning each one to achieve the best fit and
install the two black oxide coated bolts on each side until they are
snug. Caution – Do not over tighten these bolts.

Congratulations, you have completed installation.

Looking for replacement header panels? Visit our website.

https://www.carid.com/header-panels.html

